soon identified GRB 190114C as BdHN I at z = 0.424. It has been observed since, with unprecedented accuracy, by Swift, Fermi-GBM and Fermi-LAT and MAGIC in the MeV, GeV and TeV ranges all the way to the successful optical observation of our predicted supernova (SN). This GRB is a twin of GRB 130427A. Here we take advantage of the GBM data and identify in it three different "Episodes". Episode 1 represents the "precursor" which includes the SN breakout and the creation of the new neutron star (νNS), the hypercritical accretion of the SN ejecta onto the NS binary companion, exceeding the NS critical mass at t rf = 1.9 s. Episode 2 starting at t rf = 1.9 s includes three major events: the formation of the BH, the onset of the GeV emission and the onset of the ultra-relativistic prompt emission (UPE), which extends all the way up to t rf = 3.99 s. Episode 3 which occurs at times following t rf = 3.99 s reveals the presence of a "cavity" carved out in the SN ejecta by the BH formation. We perform an in depth time-resolved spectral analysis on the entire UPE with the corresponding determination of the spectra best fit by a cut-off power-law and a black body (CPL+BB) model, and then we repeat the spectral analysis in 5 successive time iterations in increasingly shorter time bins: we find a similarity in the spectra in each stage of the iteration revealing clearly a selfsimilar structure. We find a power-law dependence of the BB temperature with index −1.56 ± 0.38, a dependence with index −1.20 ± 0.26 for the gamma-ray luminosity confirming a similar dependence with index −1.20 ± 0.36 which we find as well in the GeV luminosity, both expressed in the rest-frame. We thus discover in the realm of relativistic astrophysics the existence of a self-similar physical process and power-law arXiv:1904.04162v1 [astro-ph.HE] 8 Apr 2019 2 dependencies, extensively described in the micro-physical world by the classical works of Heisenberg-Landau-Wilson.
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INTRODUCTION
On 14 January 2019, GRB 190114C was announced by the Swift satellite team (J.D. Gropp et al. 2019) . Its distance (redshift z = 0.42) was determined a few hours later by the Nordic Optical Telescope located at the Canary Islands, Spain (J. Selsing et al. 2019 ). Soon after, Ruffini et al. (2019b) recognized that this source was a BdHN I, and ICRANet sent the GCN anticipating the possibility of the appearance of an associated supernova. The supernova was indeed detected at exactly the predicted time, as reported by A. Melandri et al. (2019) on 19 March 2019.
Recall that all GRBs have been classified into eight different equivalence classes Wang et al. 2019b) , the BdHN are: long GRBs with a progenitor composed of a CO core of ∼ 10 M undergoing a supernova (SN) explosion leading to the formation of a new neutron star(νNS). The CO core is in a tight binary system with a binary NS companion, the binary period being as short as 4 minutes. In the BdHN I class, the hypercritical accretion of the SN ejecta onto the NS brings it to exceed the critical mass to form a BH and the associated isotropic energy (E iso ) is always larger than 10 52 erg. When the NS mass increases, but remains below the critical mass, a BdHN II with E iso smaller than 10 52 erg is formed (Ruffini et al. 2018a; Wang et al. 2019b) .
In both cases, the hypercritical accretion on the νNS gives origin to the afterglow emission (Wang et al. 2019b) . The introduction of successive Episodes each characterized by a specific physical process has allowed the comprehension of X-ray flares (Ruffini et al. 2018b) , of gammaray flares, as well as to the identification of the transition from a SN to an hypernova (Ruffini et al. 2018c ).
Another useful contribution has been pointing out the crucial dependence of the GRB description on its viewing angle: in the plane or orthogonal to the plane of the binary progenitors (Ruffini et al. 2018b,c) (Becerra et al. 2016 (Becerra et al. , 2019 and as a function of the rotational period of the binary system ∼ 300 s (Ruffini et al. 2018c) . This progress has been made possible thanks also to the visualisation and simulation technique developed in our prolonged collaboration with LANL (Fryer et al. 2014 Becerra et al. 2016; Rueda et al. 2018; Becerra et al. 2018 Becerra et al. , 2019 following in great detail the SN hypercritical accretion onto the companion NS in the BdHN Becerra et al. 2015; Ruffini et al. 2018a ).
In the case of GRB 190114C and GRB 130427A, these sources are seen "from the top" with a viewing angle normal to the plane of the orbit of the binary progenitors.
In the case of GRB 190114C, all phases of the BdHN I, starting from the onset of the SN breakout, to the accretion process, to the moment of formation of the BH, to the observations of gamma and GeV emissions, to the afterglow to the final identification of the optical SN have become observable with unprecedented precision.
GRB160625B and GRB160509A, two BdHN I have been added in our analysis in order to prove the validity and generality of our approach applied to GRB190114C and GRB130427A.
GRB 190114C AND GRB 130427A
In our study of GRB 190114C we are facilitated by our previous analysis of GRB 130427A (Ruffini et al. 2018d ) which is a twin BdHN. While the Fermi-LAT observations of both of these BdHNe I are excellent, the Fermi-GBM data are more complete for GRB 190114C and Table 1 . Parameters of the thermal shock breakout for the four precursors of the selected BdHNe I, details in the companion paper Li et al., (2019) . In the first column the GRB name. In the second column and following ones the duration, respectively, in the rest frame and in the laboratory frame, the flux, the temperature, and the energy of the shock breakout E sh . In the sixth column the GRB E iso , well above the minimum energy of 10 52 erg for the BdHN I and in the seventh column the redshift. In the last column, the evidence of the SN in GRB 190114C and GRB 130427A, directly derived from the optical observations. In the case of GRB 160509A and GRB 160625B the evidence of the SN is indirectly inferred from the mass and the spin of the νNS in the afterglows (see R. Ruffini, M. Karlica, et al. 2019, in preparation) . Particularly significant is the proportionality of the E sh to the rotational energy of the co-rotating CO core in the binary system of period P ∼ 4 min. For the spectral analysis technique see caption of Table 2 allows the necessary detailed analysis to be performed.
In GRB 130427A with a very high isotropic energy of E iso = 1.4 × 10 54 erg and z = 0.34, the event count rate of n9 and n10 of Fermi-GBM in the radiation between T 0 + 4.5 s and T 0 + 11.5 s surpasses ∼ 8 × 10 4 counts per second, where T 0 is the Fermi-GBM trigger time (see below). Consequently, the GBM data were affected by pile up, which significantly deforms the spectrum in the aforementioned time interval (see e.g. Ackermann et al. 2014; Ruffini et al. 2015) . We were then in no condition to perform the detailed spectral analysis on that source necessary for identifying the underline physical origin of the MeV emission.
On the other hand the GeV emission observed by LAT are excellent both for GRB 130427A and GRB 190114C. This allows us to adopt our previous analysis of the GeV radiation performed on GRB 130427A (Ruffini et al. , 2018d Wang et al. 2019b) for GRB190114C.
For the case of GRB 190114C with z = 0.42, we estimate an isotropic energy of E iso = (2.48± 0.22) × 10 53 erg. More favorable observational conditions prevail here. The lower isotropic energy and the farther distance have converged to lead to an optimal result with event count rate less than ∼ 3 × 10 4 for the four brightest NaI detectors (n3, n4, n7 and n8) and one BGO detector (B0). We have performed the fully Bayesian analysis package, namely, the Multi-Mission Maximum Likelihood Framework (3ML, Vianello et al. 2015) as the main tool to carry out the temporal and spectral analyses for Fermi-GBM data (e.g., Li 2018; Yu et al. 2018) . The GBM carries 12 sodium iodide (NaI, 8keV-1MeV) and 2 bismuth germinate (BG0, 200 keV-40 Mev) scintillation detectors (Meegan et al. 2009 ). The four brightest triggered-NaI detectors (n3, n4, n7, n8) and one triggered-BGO detector (B0) are used to conduct the spectral analysis. The background is selected, adopting the data before and after the burst, and fitted with a polynomial function with automatically determined order by 3ML. We select the source as the time interval of T 90 (R. Hamburg et al. 2019) . The maximum likelihood-based statistics are used, the socalled Pgstat, given by a Poisson (observation)-Gaussian (background) profile likelihood (Cash 1979) . We show the light-curve of GBM data of GRB 190114C, time coordinate is converted to the rest-frame, see Fig. 1 .
THE 3 EPISODES OF GRB 190114C
We propose here three new episodes with specific spectral features to identify the leading physical process manifested in the GBM data, see Fig. 1 .
Episode 1 corresponds to a "precursor " which includes 1) the thermal emission of 0.32 s originating from the SN shockwave breakout of the CO core collapse (see companion paper Li et al. 2019 , submitted for publication) 2) the subsequent hypercritical accretion of the SN ejecta onto the companion NS and 3) the reaching of the critical mass of the NS leading to the formation of a BH. This episode takes place between the Fermi -GBM trigger rest frame time t rf = 0 s and t rf = 1.9 s. It encompasses 36% of the total energy observed by the GBM, corresponding to an isotropic energy of E iso = (1.0 ± 0.12) × 10 53 erg. It contains the thermal component from t rf = 0.79 s to t rf = 1.18 s, with an isotropic energy of E sh = (2.82 ± 0.13) × 10 52 erg. We compare and contrast the duration, the shockwave break energy E sh , and the isotropic energy E iso with three additional BdHNe I: GRB 130427A, 160509A, and 160625B. All the results are reported in Table 1 and details are given in the companion article (Li et al., 2019 , submitted for publication). Particular attention is given to make the comparison in the rest frame of the source, and list the corresponding redshift. Interesting correlations exist between the energy of the shockwave breakout and the co-rotational kinetic energy of the CO core in the binary system, strictly related to the binary separation, binary period and total mass of the system, details are presented in Li et al. (2019, Submitted for publication) .
The self enclosure inside the BH horizon of the companion NS and of the accreted material depletes the BdHN, as originally described in Becerra et al. (2016 Becerra et al. ( , 2019 , by approximately 10 57 baryons creating a large cavity of radius ≈ 10 11 cm in the hypernova (HN) ejecta around the BH site, see Fig. 2 . The occurrence of this cavity creates the condition of low baryon density necessary to observe the higher energy emission which occurs in the following two episodes.
Episode 2, the main spike of the GRB energy emission lasting only 2 seconds, encompasses 59% of the energy observed by Fermi-GBM with an equivalent isotropic energy of
53 erg. A similar spike has already been observed in GRB 151027A, (see Fig. 4 in Ruffini et al. 2018c ). It occurs from t rf = 1.9 s to t rf = 3.99 s. This episode is itself characterized by the simultaneous occurrence at t rf = 1.9 s of three major events: a) the formation of the BH; details in section 5.
b) The onset of the GeV emission signed by the observation of Fermi-LAT of the first GeV photon in the range 0.1-100 GeV, see Fig. 3 . The total energy emitted by this source in the above GeV range is E GeV = (1.8±0.9)×10 53 erg (Wang et al. 2019a) , which is comparable to the energy observed by the GBM. The GeV luminosity follows the power-law
with amplitude A = (7.75 ± 0.44) × 10 52 and a slope of index of α = 1.2 ± 0.36, in agreement with the one observed in GRB 130427A (Ruffini et al. 2018d ), see also in the companion paper (Ruffini, Moradi et al. 2019, in preparation) .
c) The onset of the UPE in gamma-rays observed by Fermi-GBM. Its spectral analysis clearly identify a cutoff power-law (CPL) and a black body (BB) component as the best fit of the spectrum (CPL+BB), see Fig. 4 . The nature of this spectrum calls attention to the vacuum polarization process occurring in a Kerr-Newmann BH with overcritical electric field originating 10 21 eV particles (Damour & Ruffini 1975 ) to the self acceleration process of Figure 1 . The proposed three new episodes of GRB 190114C are here presented as a function of the restframe time. Episode 1 occurs t rf = 0 s and t rf = 1.9 s, marked by dashed gray vertical lines. The blue dashed vertical lines represents the SN breakout. Episode 2 occurs from t rf = 1.9 s to t rf = 3.99 s, and includes the UPE emission, marked by dashed red vertical lines. Episode 3 occurs at times after t rf = 3.99 s, staring at t rf = 11 s and ending at t rf = 20 s.
− in an optically thick plasma engulfed with baryons, the PEMB pulse Ruffini et al. , 2000 , as well as to the concept of dyadosphere and dyadotorus (see e.g. Ruffini et al. 2010 , and references therein).
Episode 3 starts at t rf = 11 s and ends at t rf = 20 s. It encompasses the remaining 5% of the entire GBM energy, see Fig. 1 . No black body component is present in its spectrum, which appears to be featureless, and is very similar to the second spike in GRB 151027A (Ruffini et al. 2018c) .
Performing relativistic hydrodynamic (RHD) simulations of the interaction of the cavity with the e + e − plasma we have shown in the companion paper ) that the GBM detection in this episode originates within the cavity generated around the BH by its formation process, see Fig. 2 . The cavity is then further depleted in its baryonic content by the action of the UPE and the GeV emission, creating the necessary condition for generating e.g. the TeV emission announced by MAGIC radiation (R. Mirzoyan et al. 2019) . From all the above we conclude that the determination of the redshift z and the observation of the UPE by the GBM data, lasting only 2 s in the present case of GRB 190114C, are sufficient to identify the long GRB 190114C as a BdHN I source, the later observations of the Figure 2 . The distribution of matter in the equatorial plane of the binary progenitors corresponding to the BH formation leading to a large cavity of radius of ≈ 10 11 cm created in the HN ejecta. The blue color represents this cavity of the low density of ≈ 10 −3 g cm −3 around the BH. The plot is taken from (Becerra et al. 2016 ) with the author's permission.
GeV emission and the afterglow been just necessary implied by the BdHN I model (see e.g. in the companion paper Ruffini, Moradi et al., 2019, in preparation) .
SELF-SIMILARITY AND POWER LAWS IN THE UPE
We now turn to the new result obtained by a time resolved analysis of the UPE spectrum.
Following the spectral analysis performed over the entire time interval of t rf = 1.9 s to t rf = 3.9 s reported in Fig. 4 , we divide the rest frame time interval in half and perform again the same spectral analysis for the two one second intervals, namely [1.9s-2.9s] and [2.9s-3.9s], obtaining the results shown in Fig. 5a .
We then divide each of these half intervals again in half, i.e., ∆t rf = 0. Fig. 5d .
The results of these spectral fittings are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Table 2 . The reported selfsimilarity in Table 2 has led to three main new results: Figure 3 . In the first t rf =1.9 s there is no confident statistical evidence for the GeV emission. The first confident GeV photon arrives at t rf =1.9 s with high probability of more than 80% belonging to the GRB 190114C. For more information see (Wang et al. 2019a ).
The first has allowed the identification with much greater precision of the onset and end time of the presence of the CPL+BB spectra in Fig. 5 in the fifth iterative step. Consequently, the onset time of the self-similar structure is t rf = 2.01 s and the end time is t rf = 3.99 s.
The second is for each sample in the iterative step we have identified the value of the powerlaw cutoff, the cutoff energy, the total energy, the corresponding black body temperature, the black body and the total flux and the total energy, see Table 2 and Fig. 6 . The ratio of black body flux to the total flux, F BB /F Total , remains constant in each sample, see column of F ratio in table 2.
The third is that the total flux and parameters of the best fit, when the k-correction is applied, allows the estimation of the luminosity as a function of time. The inferred luminosity derived from the crude approximation of the fifth iteration into 16 sub-intervals indicates a powerlaw luminosity, measured in the rest frame,
with amplitude A = (1.62 ± 0.77) × 10 53 and a slope of index of α = 1.2 ± 0.26 consistent with the one measured in the GeV radiation, see Fig. 6 and results in Wang et al. (2019a) , Ruffini et al. (2018d) and Ruffini, Moradi et al, 2019 (in preparation) . Similarly, a power-law with an index of −1.56 is found for the temperature, see Fig. 6 .
In the above sequence it appears that the selfsimilarity continues rigorously in each successive time iteration, with the only possible limitations being established by the sensitivity of Table. 2. The ratio of black body flux to the total flux, F BB /F Total = 0.2 and the isotropic energy of this time interval E iso = 1.5 × 10 53 erg.
the observations and the capability of the satellite to perform the observations with the necessary precision. Our examination shows that no evidence for any intrinsic departure from selfsimilarity can be found from the available observational data.
The natural question then arises: what is the deeper origin of this self-similarity and at what level will the self-similarity stop revealing the basic nature of the "inner engine" which manifests itself in the occurrence of this self-similar structure?
INNER ENGINE PROPERTIES
In recent months we have addressed the underlying physical process originating the GeV emission and its observed power-law luminosity using as prototype GRB 130427A (Ruffini et al. 2018e,d) , the twin source of GRB 190114C. We have addressed the outstanding problem of relativistic astrophysics of how to extract the rotational energy from a Kerr BH for powering the synchrotron emission in the observed GeV luminosity. We have there identified as the "inner engine", for GRB 130427A, a Kerr BH of initial Schwarz et al. 1978) can be used to select non-nested models. The AIC and BIC are defined as AIC=-2lnL( θ)+2k and BIC=-2lnL( θ)+kln(n), respectively. Here L is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model, k is the number of free parameters to be estimated, n is the number of observations (or the sample size). The prefer model between any two estimated models is the one that provides the minimum AIC and BIC scores. After comparing the AIC and BIC , we find the CPL+BB model is the preferred model than the CPL and other model. The likelihood -log(posterior) and the AIC and BIC scores are reported in column 6. There is in the fifth iteration a delay of 0.1 s between the onset of the GeV radiation and the onset of the UPE. Table. 2 are used to apply the k-correction and measuring the luminosity as a function of time. The power law index of −1.20 ± 0.26 of the luminosity is similar to the one obtained in the Gev emission luminosity with index of −1.20 ± 0.36, see Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 7. For more information about GeV luminosity behavior see (Wang et al. 2019a ) and the companion paper (Ruffini, Moradi et al, 2019, in preparation) . Lower: Time evolution of the rest-frame temperature of the UPE as derived from the fifth iteration with 16 sub-intervals as reported in Table 2. mass M = 2.285M , and angular momentum per-unit-mass a = J/M = 0.303M , where J is the BH angular momentum, in presence of a background uniform magnetic field of 10 14 G aligned with the BH rotation axis, a well known solution of the Einstein equations mathematically derived by Robert M. Wald (1974) . The initial impulsive emission process occurs assuming that at the BH horizon the induced electric field of the Wald solution is critical, i.e. E = E c where
with m e and e the electron mass and charge, respectively. The corresponding energy extraction process occurs in an impulsive process in the regime of under-critical electric field, E < E c . In the first process the electric potential difference ∆φ can accelerate each proton up to p = e∆φ ≈ 10 21 eV. The total energy of E ≈ 10 44 erg accelerates N p = E/ p ≈ 10 34 protons in a theoretically derived time scale of τ th = ∆φ/(cE) = r + /c ≈ 10
where r + is the BH horizon radius, leading to a GeV luminosity consistent with the observation, see (Ruffini et al. 2018e) . In a further extension of this work (Ruffini et al. 2018d) , we have derived how the ultrarelativistic protons at 10 21 eV when propagating along the polar axis, for an injection angle θ = 0, give origin to ultra high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs). When propagating with θ = 0, they give origin to synchrotron emission in the GeV, TeV and PeV energies in a theoretically computed acceleration time independent of the emitted photon energy τ th = 3 × 10 −6 s,
which is, however, a function of circumburst medium density, details in (Ruffini et al. 2018e) . In view of the absence of the detailed GBM data in GRB 130427A recalled above, we have there conservatively started the evaluation of the repetitive process at 37 s.
Correspondingly, we have determined the sequence of the impulsive process which with an observed characteristic repetition time of
slowly increasing with the time evolution. In each impulsive event we have derived the decrease of the mass and spin of the BH necessary for powering the GeV emission. We conclude that this BdHN machine can in principal sustain the GeV emission for thousands of years . The main conclusion is that in GRB 130427A the GeV emission observed macroscopically to be emitted continuously with a luminosity
with amplitude A = (2.05 ± 0.23) × 10 52 and a slope of index of α = 1.2 ± 0.04, when observed, in fact, microscopically occurs in a sequence of elementary impulses each lasting ≈ 10 −6 seconds.
Therefore, the emission of the GeV luminosity is microscopically a "discrete process", compared and contrasted, macroscopically, to a "continuous process".
The GeV emission is composed of a series of ≈ 10 6 "discrete pulses" per second in GRB 130427A, each with an energy of ≈ 10 44 erg and accelerating protons to 10 21 eV (Ruffini et al. 2018e ).
This treatment is being extended now to GRB 190114C.
THE GENERALIZATION OF GRB 130427A APPROACH TO GRB 190114C
AND THE OTHER BDHN I
In the generalization of GRB 130427A approach to GRB 190114C and other BdHN I the basic assumption is adopted: that the inner engine, during the UPE phase from t rf = 1.9 s all the way to t rf = 3.99 s, operates in the regime E > E c . For time following 3.99 s the inner engine operates in the regime E < E c .
Therefore t rf = 3.99 s represents a separatrix between two different regimes in the UPE phase. From 1.9 s to 3.99 s two different process occur simultaneously: the first based on classical electrodynamics already applied to GRB 130427A leading to the process of synchrotron radiation and to the generation of the GeV, TeV, PeV and UHECRs emission. The second based on quantum electrodynamics process of vacuum polarization needs a different conceptual analysis based on the quantum phenomena tested in ; Ruffini et al. ( , 2000 Ruffini et al. ( , 2003 Ruffini et al. ( , 2010 . After 3.99 s, only the classical electrodynamics remains active.
We address generally this new and challenging problematic in a companion paper (Ruffini, Moradi et al. 2019 , in preparation): there we apply our micro-physical approach to describe the GeV emission in GRB 190114C, imposing E ≤ E c at t rf ≥ 3.99 s, in agreement with the results presented in Table 2 .
This novel scenario is in front of us: we are currently verifying the presence of self-similarity and power-laws in the other two BdHNe I, GRB 160625B and GRB 160502A and explore the extent of their validity and generality of our approach, see e.g., the companion paper Li et al., (2019) 7. CONCLUSIONS From the data, of 1) the onset of the UPE, 2) the onset of the GeV radiation and 3) the onset of the inner engine, there is no observational evidence which prevents considering these three events to be perfectly simultaneous. There are clear theoretical arguments for their temporal coincidence.
The observed self-similarities in the UPE phase as well as the sequence of discrete impulsive emissions occurring in time scales of 10 −8 -10 −6 s cannot be explained within the traditional model of a GRB based on a continuous description of a relativistic blast wave, see e.g., Meszaros & Rees (2001); Piran (2004) .
We are opening a new avenue of research to exploit the concept of self-similarity revealed in the time-resolved spectra and in the powerlaw behavior in time, well established in the field of micro-physics in the works of Heisenberg (Heisenberg 1924 ), Landau (Landau 1937a and Wilson (Wilson 1983) , here applied for the first time in the domain of GRBs, active galactic nuclei and relativistic astrophysics based on Einstein's theory of general relativity.
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